Northern Clearing offers a broad spectrum of right of way (ROW) services, coupled with over 45 years of experience on the most diverse and challenging projects across the United States.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

- New ROW Clearing
- ROW Widening
- Access Road Construction
- Wetland Matting
- Timber Salvage/Complete Chip and Haul
- Installation of Environmental Controls
- ROW Reclearing and Maintenance
Northern Clearing has cleared over 15,000 miles of right of way, and this impressive number continues to grow daily.

Whether maneuvering through tight spaces or managing vast tracts of land, Northern Clearing’s fleet of highly specialized equipment and experienced employees can handle any project from start to finish.

Since 1966, Northern Clearing has provided every manner of right of way clearing, restoration, pipeline coating, vegetation management, conservation and mat services to clients throughout the United States. At Northern Clearing, we understand that our clients desire dependability, expertise and dedication, as well as manpower and equipment.

Northern Clearing provides a diverse and comprehensive set of right of way services intended to quickly and efficiently clear paths for a number of installations, including water, gas and petroleum piping, as well as fiber optic cable lines. We handle fence, survey and railroad clearing of any kind with ease, and can assist with returning land to its original state following devastating storm damage.

When working in unpredictable landscapes, safety is critical. This is why Northern Clearing applies the ISO management system and standards to each project, ensuring safety and quality throughout every operation.

In addition to safety, Northern Clearing values environmental stewardship. As a member of the Tree-Care Industry Association, we participate in the Certified Tree-Care Safety Professional Program to establish nature-friendly practices throughout our organization.

In a world where terrain, conditions and regulatory standards change daily, you need a right of way services contractor that is adaptable, smart and proactive. Northern Clearing has what it takes.